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ABSTRACT 
If M is a maximal (proper) subsemigroup of a finite semigroup S, then M contains 
all but one J-class J(M) of S. When J (M) i s  non-regular J (M)n  M = ~ so 
M = S - -  J(M). When J(M) is regular either J(M) c3 M = ~ or M n J(M) has a 
natural form with respect o the Green-Rees coordinates in J(M). Specifically, there 
exist an isomorphism j : J(M) ~ ~ dl~ B, G, C) of J (M) ~ with a Rees regular matrix 
semigroup so that j (M  c~ J(M)) = G" x A x B, where G' is a maximal subgroup of G or 
j (M  n J(M)) is the complement of a "rectangle" of ,,~-classes of.Z/~ B, G, C). In the 
first case, (M c3 J(M)) o is a maximal subsemigroup of J(M) ~ In the second, (M n J(M)) o 
is maximal in J(M) ~ when j (M  n J(M)) = r162176 B, G, C) -- (G • A' x B ~) for proper 
subsets A' and B' of A and B, respectively, but need not be when j (Mn  J(M)) = 
G X A X B' or j (M  n J(M)) = G X A' X B. 
The notat ion of this paper, with slight variations, follows [1]. 
~'~ B, G, C) denotes a Rees matrix semigroup with finite index sets 
A, B, finite group G and C : B • A ~ G o the structure matrix. I f  J is a 
J -c lass  of a semigroup S, we denote by j0 the semigroup J w {0}, 0 r J, 
with multipl ication 
tj l j~ , if JlJ2 ~ J, 
Jl "J~ = tO, otherwise. 
We use the notat ion I X I for the cardinality of the set X. By a maximal 
subsemigroup M of a semigronp S we mean a proper non-empty subsemi- 
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group M of S such that, whenever M _C T _C S for some subsemigroup 
To fS ,  wehaveM= Tor  T-----S. 
It is the purpose of this note to prove the following: 
PROPOSITION. Let  M be a maximal subsemigroup of the finite semi- 
group S. Then 
(1) For some J-class J (M) of S, 
S -- M C_ J(M). 
(2) M meets (intersects non-trivially) each ~-class of S, or M is a 
union of Y-classes of S. 
(3) If J(M) is non-regular then J (M) t~ M -- r so M = S -- J(M). 
(4) If M c~ J(M) 3& r (so J(M) is regular by (3) and J (M) ~ is isomorphic 
to a regular Rees matrix semigroup) two cases arise from the two 
possibilities in (2). 
CASE 1: If M meets each ~-class of S then an isomorphism 
j : J (M) ~ --+ ~~ B, G, C) can be so chosen that 
j (M  n J(M)) = G 1 X A X B, 
where G1 is a maximal subgroup of G. In this case, (M n J(M)) ~ is a 
maximal subsemigroup of j0. 
CASE 2: If M is a union of ~-classes of S, then an isomorphism 
j : J (M)~ J[~ B, G, C) can be~so chosen that j (M  n J(M)) is the 
complement of a "rectangle" of ~-classes of dc'~ B, G, C). Precisely, 
j (M  n J(M)) has one of the following three forms: 
(a) G x (A-A') • B, A' a proper non-empty subset of A, 
(b) G x A • (B-B'), B' a proper non-empty subset of B, 
(c) (G X A X B) -  (G X A, x B'), A', B' proper non-empty subsets 
of A and B, respectively. 
In Case 2, (M n J(M)) ~ is a maximal subsemigroup of J(M) ~ if 
j (M  n J(M)) has form (c) but need not be in the other two cases. 
PROOF: For (1), let J be minimal (in the usual ordering J1 ~< J2 iff 
S1J1S 1 C__ S1J2S 1) among the J-classes of S not contained in M. Then 
M u J is a subsemigroup ofS properly containing M, so that M u J = S. 
Thus S -- M C_ J = J(M). 
For (2), let J ---- J(M). Define M' to be the union of all ~-classes that 
M meets. We will show M'  to be a subsemigroup ofS containing M, so by 
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the maximality of M, either M '  : M or M '  ----- S. The former implies M 
is a union of ~-classes; the latter shows that M meets every ~-c lass  of S. 
To show M'  a subsemigroup, let hi ,  h2 e M'.  I f  hlh2 ~ M C_C_ M' ,  done; 
so suppose not. Then hlh~ e J  and at least one of h~, h 2 e J. By  the 
definition of M',  there exist ml ,  rn2 e M such that h i~m~,  i = 1, 2. There 
are two cases: 
CASE 1 : Suppose hi e M, h2 e J. Since (by assumption) hlh 2 ~ J, 
left multiplication by h i moves the ~ class containing h2 onto the ~-c lass 
containing hlh2. (See [2].) Thus hz.Cfm~ implies hlh~d/t~hlm2 ~ M, so 
hlh~. ~ M' .  (The case hi ~ J, hz e M is handled dually.) 
CASE 2: Suppose ha, hz e J. Then using the Rees Theorem, h~~ ~, 
i = 1, 2 implies hlha~mlm2 ~ M,  so h~h2 ~ M' .  This exhausts the possi- 
bilities, so M '  is a semigroup and (2) is proved. 
For (3), let J = J (M).  We first recall that jo is null (i.e., (j0)~ = {0)) 
i f f J is  non-regular. See [1]. Let j0 be null and let n l ,  n2 ~ J. Then n 1 ~-- -  sln.~s ~
for some sx, s2 ~ S t by the definition of J ,  and Sl, s2 ~ J, since, by the 
definition of null, the product of two or more elements of J is in S~JS 1 -- J. 
Thus, s I , s2 ~ M 1, so that n2 ~ M implies nl ~ M. Hence J c~ M = r 
For Case 1 of (4), assume that M meets every ~-c lass of S. 
Let j '  be an isomorphism of j0 onto T = ~~ B, G, C'). See [1]. 
Then T 1 = j ' (M  n j)o is a subsemigroup of T meeting each d~-class 
H(a, b) = (G, a, b) = {(g, a, b) : g ~ G). Let 
T1 n H(a, b) = M(a, b) = (X(a, b), a, b) = ((x, a, b) : x ~ X(a, b) C_ G}. 
Now let H(ao, bo) be a fixed non-zero ~-c lass  of T for which 
go = C(bo, ao) :/: O, i.e., H(ao, bo) is a subgroup of T isomorphic with G 
under the isomorphism (g, ao , bo) --,- gog. Then 
X(ao , bo) = {golg : g ~ G1} : go-lG1 
for some subgroup G1 of G, since M(ao, bo) is a subgroup of T contained 
in H(ao, bo). For each a ~ A, let ga be a fixed element of X(a, bo) and for 
each b ~ B, let Yb be a fixed element of X(ao, b). Then 
(ga , a, bo) M(ao , bo)(yb , ao , b) : (g~,G~goyb , a, b) C__ AI(a, b) 
= (X(a, b), a, b). 
But by a similar argument there exist elements t l ,  t2 e T1 such that 
t lM(a , b) t2 C_ M(ao , bo) = (X(ao , bo), ao, bo) 
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SO 
[ X(a, b)l = I X(ao, bo)l = I G1 [ = I g,GlgoYb [. 
For each b ~ B, let hb = goYb. Then X(a, b) = gaGlhb. Let C : B • A --~ G o 
be the matrix given by 
C(b, a) = hbC'(b, a) ga . 
Then ~'~ G, C') is isomorphic with d/~ B, G, C) by the 
isomorphism Jl : ~~ A, B, G, C') ~ J//~ B, G, C) given by 
Jl(g, a, b) = (g-dlgh-~ 1,a, b) and .i1(0) ~ O. 
Thus jl(T~ -- {0)) = G1 • A • B in J~~ B, G, C); so letting j = JlJ' 
we have j (Mc3 J )= GI • A • B. 
Finally we will show that G1 is a maximal subgroup of G, so that 
(M c3 j)0 is a maximal subsemigroup of jo. Let G~ be a subgroup of G 
such that GI _C G~ C G, and let T = j-X(G~ • A • B). Define M'  = M L) T. 
We shall show M'  to be a semigroup, so by the maximality of M the 
assertion is proven. 
Since C(b, a) ~ G1 ~ ,//r176 B, G~ , C) is a semigroup, so 
T v {0} = j-~[(G; x .4 x B) u {0}1 
is a subsemigroup of jo .  
Since T O is a subsemigroup of jo, we need only show that for m ~ M 
and x ~ T we have mx ~ M'  and xm E M'.  I f  rex, xm ~ M C_ M' ,  done; 
so assume mx, xm E J. Since J is regular there exist idempotents el ,  e2 ~ J 
such that elx = x, xe2 = x. Also, e 1 , e2 e M since M meets each H class 
of S, so me1, e2m ~ M. Further me1, e2m ~ J since mx = (me1) x ~ J 
and xm=x(e2  m)~J .  Thus mel ,e~meJnMCT,  which implies 
(me1) x =mx ~ M'  and x(e2m) = xm e M'.  Thus M '  is a semigroup of S, 
which proves the assertions. 
In Case 2 of (4), M is a union of ~-classes and M c3 J~  0. Let 
J = J (M)  and let {R(a) : a ~ A}, {L(b) : b ~ B}, and {H(a, b) = R(a) c3 L(b)} 
be the ~,  .~e, and ~-classes, respectively, of S contained in J. Let 
A' = {a e A : R(a) ~ M} and B' = {b E B : L(b) ~= M}. Clearly A' and B' 
are not empty, for then J C M, a contradiction. 
Let ax ~ A'. Then T = (M) 1 R(al) u M is a subsemigroup of 
S properly containing M. To prove this, utilize the fact that 
R(al) M _C R(al) u M C T. (For let r ~ R(aa), m E M and suppose rm 6 M. 
Then rm ~ J so rmJ r ,  which implies rm~r, i.e., rm ~ .R(al) ). Hence T = S. 
Let as ~ A', so R(a2) ~ M. Then (3//) 1 R(aa) c3 R(a2) --~ 4, i.e., there 
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exists m r (M) 1 such that mR(al) n R(a2) -~ ,~. But by Green's 
relations mR(a1) = R(a~) and in particular mH(aa, b) = H(a~, b) for all 
b ~ B. Similarly (using ~-classes) there exists m ~ (M)  1 such that for 
bx,  b2 E B', H(a, bl) m = H(a, b~) for all a ~ A. 
Now to see what .~-classes of J are not in M we prove the lemma: 
a~ A', b~ B' iff H(a,b) nM= ~. 
Let a ~ A', b ~ B', and suppose H(a, b)C_ M. Then for each ai ~ A' 
there exists mi ~ (M) 1 such that mill(a, b )= H(a~, b). Thus for all 
a~ ~ A, H(a~, b) C_ M, which implies L(b) C M, a contradiction. The 
converse is clear. 
Thus if B' = B it is easy to see that j (M n J) has form (a). Similarly 
if A' = A, j (M n J) has form (b). I f  both A' and B' are proper subsets 
of A and B thenj (M n J) has form (c). 
Since it is easy to construct examples in which j (M n J) has the form 
(a) or (b) but in which (M n j)0 is not maximal in j0 (see Remark 2 
following this proof), we will complete the proof by showing that (M n j)o 
is maximal in j0 i f j (M n J) has the form (c). By the above argument it 
suffices to show that, for each a~, as ~ A', there exists m ~ M n J (rather 
than merely m ~ M ~ as above) such that mR(a1) = R(a~), and that, for 
each b~, b~ ~ B', there exists m' ~ M n J such that L(bl) m' = L(b2). 
Further, by the definition of the orderings on the of-classes, it is equivalent 
to show that such m, m' can be chosen in M n J*, where J* = u {J' : J '  
is a of-class of S and J '  <~ J} since J* - -  J is an ideal of S. 
Let R(A')= w {R(a):a ~ A'}. Now for all a ~ A', we have shown 
above that R(A')C_ MIR(a). Also, by the definition of J*, we have 
(Mn J* )M a=MnJ*  =MI (MnJ* ) .  Now for any a~A' ,  
R(A' )C(MnJ* )R(a) ,  or R(A ' )n (MnJ* )R(a)=~,  since, if 
mR(a) n R(a') ~ d? for some a' ~ A' and m ~ M, then mR(a) = R(a'), 
so R(a') C_ (M n Y*) R(a) and 
R(A') C MIR(a ') C MI(M n J*) R(a) = (M n J*) R(a). 
I f  R(A') n (M n J*) R(a) -~ ~, then 
(M n J*) R(A') n R(A') C (M n J*) MaR(a) n R(A') 
= (M n S*) R(a) n R(A') = 9. 
Now j(jo) = ,/gO(A ' B, G, C) and 
j (Mn J )~ ((G • A • B) - - (G  x A' • B ' ) )u{0} 
is a subsemigroup, so C(b, a) = 0 for all (a, b)e (A --A')  • (B --B'). 
I f  for a e A', we have R(A') n (M n J*) R(a) = d?, then, by the above, 
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R(A') n (M n J*) R(A') = ~b, so in particular, (G x A' • (B --  B')) -  
(G • A' • B) = {0}, showing that C(b, a)= 0 for all (a, b) ~ A • (B - B'), 
contradicting the regularity of J. It  follows that R(A') C_ (M n J*) R(a) 
for any a ~ A', i.e., for all a l ,  as ~ A', there exists rn ~ M n J (we replace 
J* by J since no element of J*  --  J could satisfy the condition) such that 
mR(al) = R(a2). The proof for ~-classes is analogous. This proves the 
proposition. 
The following reformulation of the theorem for 0-simple semigroups i
due to Dennis Allen, Jr. 
REMARK 1. Let  S ---- Jg~ B, G, C) be a regular Rees matrix semi- 
group. I f  M is a maximal subsemigroup of S, then J(M) ----- {0) or 
J(M)----S- {0}. In the first case S -  {0} is a subsemigroup and 
M = S - -  {0}. In the second case, M n J(M) = ~ iff S -- (0} is a simple 
Abelian group, (i.e., (Z , ,  +)  for some prime p). Otherwise M n J(M) 
has oneof  the following forms in some coordinate system: 
(1) (G' • A X B), G' a maximal subgroup of G. 
(2) (G x A X B'), where B' = B -- {b} for some b ~ B and C restricted 
to B' x A is regular (i.e,, non-zero at least once in each row and column). 
(3) (G x A' x B) where A' = A -- {a} for some a ~ A and C restricted 
to B x A' is regular. 
(4) G X A X B - - (G  X A' X B'), where A' =A- -  Y,B' =B- -X ,  
and X • Y is a maximal "rectangle" on which C is identically zero. 
Furthermore, each subsemigroup M of S containing all but one J -c lass 
J (M) and such that M n J(M) has one of the above forms is a maximal 
subsemigroup of S. 
REMARK 2. A counterexample to show that (M r3 j)0 need not be a 
maximal subsemigroup of j0 when j (M  t~ J) has form (a) of (4), Case 
2 can be constructed as follows. 
Let F(X,~); n >~ 2, be the semigroup of all functions on n letters x~ ..... x, 
under ordinary composition. Let {x~ ,..., x,~, z} ~ be the semigroup defined 
by xy = x for all x, y ~ {xl .... , x , ,  z}. Form the semigroup S = F(X,) u 
{x~ .... , x,~, z} by defining the multiplication as follows: Let F(Xn) and 
{xl .... , xn, z} be subsemigroups, and for all fe  F(X,~), 
f "  xi = f(xi), for all x~ ~ X~, 
xi " f  = x~, for all xi eXn 
f ' z=z ' f  =z .  
Then M = F(Xn) w {z} is a maximal subsemigroup of S and 
] (M)  = {x~, .... x . ,  z). 
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Since each element of  J(M) is an A-class, j (M n J(M)) is of  form (a). 
But, by Remark 1 above, j (M ~ J(M)) ~ is not a maximal subsemigroup 
of j(J(M)~ 
A counterexample for form (b) is constructed ually. 
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